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Let S be an arbitrary set and let 9 be a family of subsets 
M = (S, .%) is a matroid of finite character, and members of 9 
independent sets of M, if the following four axioms are, satisfied: 
(I) 0E-R 
(2) I&+%*I,E§; 
(3) II,~~E4,lllr<1121<003(3xE12\Il)(ltU{X)E$); 
(4) 1~ 4; e every finite subset of I is a member of 3. 
In particular, if S is a finite set then M is ca3led a (finite) matroid 
axiom (4) is redundant. 
of S. The pair 
are called the 
and in this case 
Throughout this paper G = (S U S*, E) will denote a bipartite graph with vertex 
set V(G) = S U S* where S n S* = 0 and edge set E(G) = E such that every edge 
joins a point of S to 3 point of S*. A matching of G incident with XC S* is an 
injective map nt : X-, S such that {m(x), X}E E for all x E X. For any system 
Ad= (S, .%), where 9 is a set of subsets of S, we shall denote by M* = (S”, .9*) the 
matching system, where 9” is the set of all sets Xc_ S* such that m(X) E 9 where 
M is some matching of G incident with X. 
It is well known that many theorems for finite matroids are also valid for 
matroids of finite character. Consider however the following result about ma.tch- 
ing systems tated by Nash-Williams in [l]. 
Theorem 1. Let G = (S U S*, E) be a finite bipartite graph and let M = (S, 9) be a 
matroid on S. Then the matching system M* = (.S*, 9*) is c, matroid on S*. 
For matroids of finite character the following result is true: 
Theorem 2. Let G = (S 0 S”, 5) be a bipartite g ra p h such shat every vertex of S* 
has finite degree. If M == (S, 9) is a rnatroid of finite character 017 S, ther? the 
matching system M* = (S*, $*j 21 a nzatroid of finite character on S*. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1 we neec: or1y verify axiom (4). Let 5; A;* and 
S is a niember oi 4”. According to Wadc>‘s 
257 
In or&r to state ow genera&&on of -Theorem 1 for arbitrary bipartite graphs 
we introduce tfze concept of a cj~4it rraabra&L qpose 4i is 3 family cbf subsets of S 
satisfying (I) rtlld (2). A c kuit of Ad:= (S, 9) is a set (ZG S such that C is a 
minimal set not in 9, i.e. C. f $ but every proper subset of C is a member of 9. 
Note that the c’ircuits of a matroid of finite character are finite sets. The system 
M 72 (S, 41) will be called a circuit rnatioid on S if (11, (2) hold and the foltowing 
axiom is satisf%:d: 
For finite S it is well known that the terms matroid and circuit rnatroid are 
quivalerkt. For infinite S, The system (S, P(S)\(S)) is a circr\lit matroid, but it 
dces not have finite character. However, we do have the following: 
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Biosf. Let M = (S, 3) be a matroid of finite character. Sumose I E 9, x E S, 
tU {x} 6 I. Then by (4) there is a circuit C E IlJ{x}. Suppose C’ is another circuit 
with C’rIU(x]. Then XE Cn C’ and CU C’ is finite. By (3) the maximal 
independent subsets of C U CY’ have the same cardinality. Since C U C’\ {x} E Z and 
.{&G & it Mows again by (3) that there is Xs C U C’ such that x E XE Z and 
iJ!q = Icu C’\{x}). Thus X contains either C or C’ and this contradicts (2). 
Therefore, (6) holds. 
Propositiox~ 2. Let M = (S, .%) be u circuit matroid. Let I E 9, x E S, I U {x} $ $ and 
let C be the unique circuit in I U {x}. Then (I U {x}) \ {y} E 9 for every element yE C 
P~OO~ Z\{Y}E .% by (2). Suppose (I U {x})\(y)& 9. Then xf y and by (6) there is 
a circuit C’s (I U {x})\{y] This contrad cts the fact that C is the ucique circuit 
contained in I U(x).. 
We will prove the following generalization of Theorem I. 
Theorem d Let G = (SU S’, E) be a bipartite graph and let M = (S, 9) be a 
matroid of finite character on, S. Then the matching system M* = (S*, .%*) is a 
circuit matroid on S*. 
Actually we shall prove a slightly stronger result. We call a system M = (S, 9) a 
strong circuit matroid if it satisfies (l), (2)) (6) and the following additional 
condition: 
(7) I& 
x = {x,, Xl, . . .} E s, Y={y,, y1, - - .)EZE9 
and suppose that 
I,=(~\~yo,..*,Y,))U~~,,..=,~,3~~ (n == 0, 1,2,. . .). 
Then (Z\Y)UXEJk 
Ptopo~on 3. A matroid of finite character is Q strong circuit matroid. 
Proof. We have only to verify that (7) halds. Suppost on the contrary thal 
(Z\ Y) U X& 9. Then there is 21 circuit f,‘ c (I \ 1’) cl X, and since C is finite there is 
an integer n a 0 such that C n X c {x~,, . . . , x,, }. Now we have the contradictkm 
that C c_ I, E 9. 
We wiil prove 
Case 1. g(xn) E A,. 
f$t yn = g(&), ~n+~ = f-‘(Y,J. Then An+l = A, E 9 and so bhsth (8) and (9) hod 
for i = n -f- 1. By (lo) !and (1 I) fc=r i =G PZ it foHows that yo, . . . , yn+ are all distinct 
and xO,xl,~~.,x~ are atl distinct. Therefore, since yn = g(x,,) E A, = 
4A \,{y,j,. l . , y,,-& Ucg(q), . e . , g(x&}, it fOlIows that (10) holds far i = n + 1. 
consider the function la1 defined by 
h (x) = f(x) if x E J\bl, l l l ? &A 
1 I g(x) if xE{xo,...,G}, 
Cleavly hl maps (J\(~,,+l])U{xo} into A,,. In fact it is a bijection. Otherwise there 
is a smallest- ind.ex i. S:E n such th.at g(xJ =f(x> for some x E fi{xIF .x+, . . . , q,+& 
But then g(Jc& A, and so, by (9) yk= g(xJ and hence x = f-l&) = 
&+1~J\{% x2, l l * 1 x,+J* l-h’ IS contradiction shows that itI i: a matching of G 
from (J\(x,,,)) lJ{xo} ixrto A, E 4. Hence xn+l E C and (1X) holds for i = n + 1. 
In this case (9) holds vacuously for i = n -+ 1. By a similar argumen .:to that given 
3bove ?K easily see that I12 given by 
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hence there is y, E C, \B. By Proposition 2 it follows that A,+1 = 
(A, \{y,}) U{g(x,& .F and hence (8) holds for i = n + 1. Also (10) holds for 
i= n+l since if Y,,E{Y~,. .., ~,,_1), then y,~(g(x&. ., gixn_J}EB. 
Moreover, if we put x,,+r = f-‘(y,), then (11) also holds for i = n + 1 since ?I~ 
given by 
is a matching between (J\{x,,+,})U{x,) and A,+l. 
Thus we have defined distinct elements Xi E C and yi E A SO that (8)~(11) hold 
for i CQO. Since A4 is a strong circuit matroid it follovc s from (8) that A’ = 
(A\{yi:i<m))U{g(q): i<~))d. But h, given by 
hgfx) =I I f(X) if xEJ\{q:i<=+, g(x) if xE(q:i<m}, 
defines a matching between J U {x,} and A’ and this gives the desired contradic- 
tion that J U {x0} E .%*. This proves that C& 9* as claimed. 
Finally, since (J\(c)) U{X,)E 4* for each c E C, it follows that C is the unique 
circuit of A@ contained in J U{x,). This verifies (6) and proves that R-l”’ i?; a circuit 
matroid. 
Remark. Unfortunately it is not true that the matching system M* in Theorem 5 
is a strong circuit matroid. For example, let S = {sl, s2, s3, . . .), S* = {to, t,, t2, . . .} 
and let G be the bipartite graph on SU S* with edge set E = 
U~=l {{s,, &}, {s,, to}}. Let 1M = (S, 9) be the trivial. matroid on S with 9 = 9(S). 
Then the matching system w = (S*, 9*) does not satisfy (7). For if X = 
..}=s* and I= Y={t1, t*, . . .}= s*\{t*} then I,: =y 
. . , t,)) w {to, t,, . . .,t,,-l)=S*\.{tn)~.9* but (I\Y)UX=S”&%*. 
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